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ATB Online™ Access Terms and Conditions (“Agreement”)
The terms and conditions set out in this Agreement, as amended from time to time, apply to your use
and access of ATB’s online and mobile services that are available from time to time (the “Services”).
This Agreement replaces any and all prior agreements between you and ATB for the Services.

A.

Interpretation

1.
The terms defined in section V Definitions and Interpretation of this Agreement and elsewhere
in this Agreement have the meanings therein for the purposes of this Agreement.
2.
If there is any conflict between the terms and conditions in this Agreement and the terms and
conditions of any other agreement you may have with ATB in relation to a product or service offered
by ATB (collectively, the “Other Agreements”), then unless otherwise indicated in this Agreement the
terms and conditions of the Other Agreements shall apply to the extent of the inconsistency. This
Agreement does not replace any of the Other Agreements.

B.

Services - General

1.
To access ATB Online and the Services, you must use your Credentials. You may also be required
to answer Security Questions.
2.
You agree that ATB may accept and act upon any instructions provided to us through ATB Online
when your Credentials have been used to access ATB Online, whether or not it is you who accessed
the Services. You agree that electronic display pages accessed by entering your Credentials constitute
written documents and that clicking or otherwise electronically activating "OK", "submit", "continue",
"approve", or similar areas of such pages according to on-screen instructions or otherwise submitting
instructions electronically shall have the same legal effect as if you had signed by hand and delivered
hard copy versions of such pages to ATB with intent to be legally bound by their contents. You agree
that once such instructions are clicked or submitted, ATB shall have no obligation to reverse them.
3.
You agree that the Services will not be used for illegal or fraudulent purposes or for purposes
which could affect the security or integrity of the Services or ATB systems, hardware or software.
4.
ATB reserves the right to deny access to an Account or some or all of the Services, or deny
access to ATB Online all together, under certain circumstances, including:
i.

if any of your assets are attached or assigned by a legal order;

ii.

if in the judgment of ATB any activity on any of your Accounts or the use of the Services is
for illegal or fraudulent purposes;

iii.

if in the judgment of ATB access to your Accounts is being performed fraudulently or without
your consent;

iv.

if you are in arrears in any obligation to ATB including loan payments, service charges, etc.;
or

v.

if access to ATB Online or the Services is being used to attempt to obtain unauthorized
access to ATB systems, hardware or software.

If you request reinstatement of access to an Account, any Service or ATB Online, ATB may require
that you take certain steps, such as updating security software on your Device, before it may permit
access.
5.
ATB may, in its discretion and without prior notice, refuse a request for authorization of any
transaction and may notify third parties of such refusal as it deems necessary. In exercising such
discretion, ATB may take into account in calculating the funds available, any funds which ATB may
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decide have been credited or debited to the Account. ATB may refuse to honour any payment and/or
funds transfer request if there are insufficient funds in your Account or ATB may create or increase
an overdraft to your Account according to the applicable Other Agreements.
6.
You agree to pay the fees that may be applicable to your use of the Services. You agree that, if
applicable, we may deduct the fees from any account you have with us at the same time as they are
incurred.

C.

Funds Transfer Service

1.
If you use our funds transfer service, you may, if ATB permits, make a funds transfer to another
account at ATB or to another Canadian financial institution. Upon your verification of the details of
the transfer, as required by ATB, ATB will immediately withdraw the funds from the Account you
designate. We will send the funds for transfer by the end of that business day if the instructions are
received by us during the business day, or by the end of the next business day if we receive the
instructions outside of business hours. You agree that we are not responsible for any loss or costs
you may suffer as a result of any errors in the account or other transfer details that you provide us.
You also acknowledge that we cannot control when another financial institution will credit the account
of the person to be receiving the funds. You also acknowledge that ATB cannot cancel any transfer
of funds once the transfer has been sent. If the account details that you provide us are invalid, then
the transfer amount will be returned and deposited into your Account or any other account you have
with us.
2. If you transfer funds between any of the Canadian dollar and US dollar Accounts that you have
with us, we will advise you of the exchange rate and the US or Canadian dollar equivalent (as
applicable) of the amount being transferred. By verifying the transaction details immediately when
prompted, you are confirming that you agree both to the exchange rate indicated and to the funds
being transferred. You acknowledge that the rate quoted at any time is available for a limited time
only and we cannot guarantee that the rate will be available when you verify the transaction or for
any further transfer or purchase or sale of currency (whether of cash, cheque or draft). You also
acknowledge that the rates we charge for buying US Dollars from you and selling US Dollars to you
may be different. As a result, the rate we charge you to transfer funds back or to reverse any transfer,
even if on the same day, may be different.

D.

Electronic Bill Payments

1.

You may give instructions to ATB to pay bills to those companies for which ATB accepts payment.

2.
If your instructions for a bill payment are received by us by 7:59 p.m. Mountain Time, the bill
payment company (or bill payment company's designate) will receive payment the same business
day (Saturdays, Sundays and holidays on which ATB bill payment units are closed, are not considered
business days). As different bill payment companies have different payment requirements, it is your
responsibility to know what your bill payment company's requirements are and to make payments
accordingly. ATB will not be responsible for any late payment penalties, fees, or interest imposed by
your bill payment company under any circumstances, unless ATB has been negligent.
3.
All disputes between you and bill payment companies designated on the registration form
completed in-branch, via telephone or online by you, including your rights to compensation or any
off-setting rights (set-off), shall be settled directly by and between the bill payment companies and
yourself.

E.

E-transfer

1.
Terms and conditions in this section E E-transfer apply only to the E-transfer Service and are in
addition to all other terms and conditions in this Agreement. If there is a conflict between this section
E and the remaining terms of this Agreement, this section E will prevail to the extent of the
inconsistency.
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2.
When you initiate an E-transfer using the E-transfer Service, we will withdraw the applicable
amount from your Account and send an email notice to the Recipient at the email address that you
designate. The email notice will indicate:
i.

that you are the Sender and disclose your email address;

ii.

the amount of the E-transfer;

iii.

the name of the Recipient; and

iv.

that you are using the E-transfer Service.

3.
The amount withdrawn for the E-transfer will be held until we receive notification that the
Recipient has correctly responded to the E-transfer Question or you cancel and reclaim the E-transfer
funds or the E-transfer expires.
4.
The Recipient of the E-transfer may claim or decline the E-transfer through ATB Online, the
online banking service of another Canadian financial institution, or through the ACXSYS Corporation
(“ACXSYS”) payment service. There may be a fee charged by the other financial institution or by
ACXSYS.
5.
In order to claim or decline the E-transfer, the Recipient must correctly answer the E-transfer
Question posed to them. The Recipient will have 30 days to claim or decline the E-transfer through
the E-transfer Service or such other time period as designated by the other financial institution or
ACXSYS, after which the E-transfer will expire. The Sender may cancel an E-transfer up to the time
the E-transfer is claimed. The Recipient may not claim the E-transfer once the Sender cancels the Etransfer, even if they have already received the email notification.
6.
If the E-transfer you sent is cancelled, declined or has expired, then the E-transfer amount will
be returned and deposited into your Account or any other account you have with us. If the E-transfer
is claimed by the Recipient through ACXSYS but insufficient information is provided by the Recipient
to ACXSYS in order to pay the amount to the Recipient, then ACXSYS may forward the amount to us
by cheque. We will return the E-transfer amount to your Account (or any other account you have
with us) less any fee that ACXSYS may charge us.
7.
You agree that ATB and any other participating financial institution and ACXSYS, may accept and
act upon any instructions provided through an E-transfer so long as the individual claiming the Etransfer correctly answers the E-transfer Question, whether or not such individual is the intended
Recipient.
8.
You agree that when you send an E-transfer through the E-transfer Service you are responsible
to provide us with a correct and operational email address for the Recipient, and to update that
information promptly if it changes.
9.
You agree that you are responsible to check on the status of any E-transfer that you send using
the E-transfer Service; you can do so by checking both the pending E-transfer screen for E-transfers
not yet completed and the transaction history in ATB Online for completed or failed E-transfers.
10. Access limits, including the amount of money that may be sent or received via E-transfer may
be set by us or by a third party.

F.

Global Transfer

1.
Terms and conditions in this section F Global Transfer apply only to the Global Transfer Service
and are in addition to all other terms and conditions in this Agreement. If there is a conflict between
this section F and the remaining terms of this Agreement, this section F will prevail to the extent of
the inconsistency.
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2.
Global Transfer allows you to send funds from your Account to be deposited directly into the
Recipient’s account (“Recipient Account”). You agree to follow procedures and instructions for use of
Global Transfer that we may establish from time to time.
3.
You may make a Global Transfer to 46 countries in 28 currencies (“Eligible Global Transfers”).
However, the following Eligible Global Transfers are subject to conditions:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.

Australia;
China*;
Japan;
South Korea**;
Liechtenstein;
Mexico;
New Zealand;
South Africa; and
Switzerland.

*Can transfer only Canadian dollars or US dollars to these countries.
**Can transfer only Canadian dollars to these countries.
4.
Global Transfers to the countries set out in section F.3 above are completed through wire service
and are subject to standard wire service fees of Intermediaries (“Wire Global Transfers”).
Intermediaries will deduct the wire service fees (“Wire Fee”) from the Global Transfer amount.
“Intermediary” means any person receiving or handling funds for ATB or the Recipient including other
financial institutions (including the Recipient FI), payment networks and their respective agents and
service providers.
5.
The countries included in Eligible Global Transfers and Wire Global Transfers are subject to
change at any time without notice. For a current list of the countries, please see our website, atb.com.
6.

There is a fee to send a Global Transfer (“Global Transfer Fee”). The Global Transfer Fee:
i.

is payable when you send a Global Transfer;

ii.

will be shown when you send a Global Transfer;

iii.

is non-refundable; and

iv.

may change from time to time.

7.
Additional fees (for example, the Wire Fee, if applicable) and/or taxes may be deducted from the
Global Transfer amount by the Intermediary.
8.
You may make a Global Transfer for a set limit that we establish from time to time without
incurring the Global Transfer Fee (such transfer, a “Test Global Transfer”). The Test Global Transfer
may be made only once to a designated Recipient Account. However, if the Recipient has multiple
accounts, the Test Global Transfer may be made to each Recipient Account, but only once for each
Recipient Account. If you exceed the set limit for the Test Global Transfer, or make a Test Global
Transfer more than once to a Recipient Account, such transfers will incur the Global Transfer Fee.
9.

A Test Global Transfer is not available for any of the countries set out in section F.3 above.

10. With the exception of the Global Transfer Fee set out in section F.6 above, any reference to
Global Transfer includes a Test Global Transfer. For example, if you:
i.

cancel a Test Global Transfer in accordance with section F.13.i;

ii.

recall a Test Global Transfer in accordance with section F.13.ii.; or

iii.

if the Recipient FI rejects the Test Global Transfer as set out in section F.14
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you will incur the applicable fees associated with these services. We cannot guarantee the Test Global
Transfer amount that may be refunded, if at all.
11. Prior to submitting a Global Transfer, you may obtain a quote of the estimated Global Transfer
amount being transferred.
12. Upon your verification of the details of the Global Transfer, as required by ATB, ATB will
immediately withdraw the funds from the Account you designate. You are responsible for ensuring
that all information relating to the Recipient, the Recipient Account, and the financial institution you
have indicated at which the Recipient should receive the Global Transfer (“Recipient FI”) that we or
an Intermediary may require, is correct (“Recipient Information”). Neither ATB nor any Intermediary
is responsible to verify the accuracy of any information you provide, and ATB and the Recipient FI
may rely solely on an account number or identifying number to complete the Global Transfer. You are
responsible to update the Recipient Information if it changes. You agree that we are not responsible
for any loss or costs you may suffer as a result of any errors in the Recipient Information or other
details for the Global Transfer that you provide us.
13. If you request that the Global Transfer be made in a currency other than that of your Account
(“Recipient Currency”), before you submit the Global Transfer, you will see:
i.

our rate of exchange, which is based on current market rates, established at the time the
funds are converted, and includes a Spread (“Exchange Rate”); and

ii.

the amount of the funds that will be withdrawn from your Account, which will include the
Global Transfer Fee (if applicable), in the currency of the Account.

By verifying the Global Transfer details when prompted, you are confirming that you agree both to
the Exchange Rate and to the funds being transferred. You acknowledge that the Exchange Rate
quoted at any time is available for a limited time only. If you do not submit the Global Transfer within
this limited time, the Global Transfer will timeout and you will be required to re-enter the Global
Transfer details. “Spread” is the difference between the prices we bid to buy and offer to sell foreign
currency. We derive income from the Spread. Our Spreads may differ from time to time across
currencies and can widen (without prior notice) due to volatile market conditions, for example.
14. Once you submit a Global Transfer, and the funds have been withdrawn from your Account, you
may call us at 1-800-332-8383 to cancel or recall the Global Transfer, as follows:
i.

there is a limited time during which a cancellation may be attempted. If the Global Transfer
is cancelled, we will return the Global Transfer amount to your Account. We will charge a
fee to cancel the Global Transfer, which is charged directly to your Account at the time of
cancellation; or

ii.

if the Global Transfer cannot be cancelled, then you may request a recall of the Global
Transfer. ATB will make every reasonable effort to recall the Global Transfer. If the Global
Transfer is recalled, we cannot guarantee the Global Transfer amount that may be refunded,
if at all. The Intermediary may charge a fee and/or other costs may be deducted from the
funds prior to returning the funds. We will charge a fee to recall the Global Transfer, which
is charged directly to your Account at the time of recall. We are not liable to refund you any
amount which was not refunded to us.

Whether the Global Transfer is cancelled in accordance with section F.14.i or recalled in accordance
with section F.14.ii, the Global Transfer Fee (if applicable) will not be refunded.
15. If the Recipient FI rejects the Global Transfer (for example, due to errors in the Recipient
Information or other details for the Global Transfer that you provide), then the Global Transfer amount
will be returned and deposited into your Account. The Intermediary will convert the Global Transfer
amount into your Account’s currency at their rate of exchange prior to our receipt of the funds for
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deposit into your Account. We will charge a fee to return the Global Transfer, which is charged directly
to your Account at the time of the return. The Recipient FI may also charge a fee for rejecting the
Global Transfer, which fee the Recipient FI may deduct from the funds prior to returning the funds.
We are not liable to refund you any amount which was not refunded to us.
16. We may establish limits on the dollar amount of funds you may send through a Global Transfer.
If you attempt to make a Global Transfer in excess of these limits, your Global Transfer will be
declined.
17. We make no representations or warranties on the timing of delivery of the Global Transfer to the
Recipient.
18. No interest will be paid on funds in transit.
19. We may engage Intermediaries selected in our complete discretion to make the Global Transfer.
20. You may make a Global Transfer 7 days a week. However, you agree that the Global Transfer
will be subject to Settlement Rules and Applicable Laws, and that ATB and/or any Intermediaries may
take any steps they consider necessary to comply with the Settlement Rules or Applicable Laws. For
example, though you may submit a Global Transfer on a Saturday, in accordance with Settlement
Rules, the Global Transfer will be delivered on a business day. “Applicable Laws” means laws,
regulations, orders, guidelines or directives of foreign or domestic governmental authorities or
regulatory bodies that apply to ATB or the Intermediaries, whether or not these have the force of law.
“Settlement Rules” means the rules, procedures, internal policies, standards or bylaws used by
Intermediaries or ATB, or to which Intermediaries or ATB may be subject.
21. To comply with the Settlement Rules or Applicable Laws, ATB or an Intermediary may disclose
Personal Information about you and the Recipient to an Intermediary or to a foreign or domestic
government authority or regulatory body to complete the Global Transfer. Personal Information may
include Social Insurance Number (SIN), Passport number, date of birth, and other information
reasonably required to use the Global Transfer Service. On behalf of you and the Recipient, you:
i.

consent to such disclosure; and

ii.

acknowledge that the Personal Information may be accessed by foreign or domestic
authorities or regulatory bodies as a result.

You confirm that you have the authority to make such consent and acknowledgements on behalf of
the Recipient.
ATB will collect, use and disclose your Personal Information in accordance with Section U – Privacy
below.
22. We may suspend or cancel your ability to use the Global Transfer Service or decline to complete
the Global Transfer for any reason without notifying you in advance.

G.

ATB TrackIt

1.
Our ATB TrackIt Service allows you to view transaction and balance information from accounts
that you have with other financial service providers (“Non-ATB Accounts”) in ATB Online and through
other Apps, including ATB Mobile. That Non-ATB Account information will, together with Account
information, then be consolidated, organized and presented to you.
2.
You must input the log in and password information for each Non-ATB Account that you want to
display (“Log-in Details”). The Log-in Details will be stored in encrypted form and used for the purpose
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of accessing your Non-ATB Account information from the applicable financial service providers. If you
change the Log-in Details for any of your Non-ATB Accounts, you must update that information with
us in order for you to access that information through the ATB TrackIt Service.
3.
You authorize ATB and its third party service provider (in this section G ATB TrackIt together
referred to as “we” or “us”) to access the Non-ATB Account information that you select to be displayed
in ATB Online, including by accessing the online system of your financial service provider and inputting
your Log-in Details in order to register, access, retrieve and download the Non-ATB Account
information. You may terminate the collection of any of your Non-ATB Account information by
removing the applicable Non-ATB Account from display in the ATB TrackIt Service.
4.
We are not responsible for the Non-ATB Account information as that information is supplied to
us through other financial service providers, nor are we responsible for the timeliness, accuracy or
completeness of that information. The Non-ATB Account information is still subject to the terms and
conditions with the applicable financial service providers and accessing the Non-ATB Account
information through ATB Online does not relieve you of any obligation under such terms and
conditions. Your other financial service providers may not have consented to you providing us with
Log-in Details or providing access to the Non-ATB Account information. It is your responsibility to
ensure that you review the terms and conditions that are applicable to your Non-ATB Accounts to
understand the consequences (if any) of such access.
5.
Not all accounts from all financial service providers may be available in the ATB TrackIt Service
at any time and we can change which accounts and which financial service providers are available to
be viewed through the ATB TrackIt Service.
6.
By providing Account information, other Non-ATB Account information, data, Log-in Details,
materials or other content (collectively, “Information”) to or through ATB Online, including the ATB
TrackIt Service, you are licensing that Information to us. We may use, modify, display, distribute
and create new materials using the Information in order to provide the Services to you. By submitting
any such Information to us, you are agreeing that the owner of the Information has agreed that we
may use that Information for the purposes set out above without any time restriction and without the
payment of any fees.
7.
You are permitted to use the content that is delivered to you through ATB Online only in
connection with your use and access of ATB Online Services. Your right to use the Services is personal
to you and not transferable. You may not:

H.

i.

copy, reproduce, distribute or create derivative works of any portion of the Services;

ii.

reverse engineer, decompile, alter, modify disassemble or otherwise attempt to derive
source code utilized in the Services or any third party applications incorporated into the
Services;

iii.

sell, rent, sublicense, lease, lend or allow time-share access or use to third parties of any
portion of the Services;

iv.

distribute or provide copies of any portion of the Services to third parties;

v.

resell the use of the Services;

vi.

use the Services to provide services to any third parties; or

vii.

use the Services as a platform for designing and creating a competing product or service.

Alerts

1.
If you select to receive electronic alerts through ATB Online (“Alerts”), we will send the selected
Alerts via electronic mail to the email address selected by you. We may not confirm whether the
email address is correct or whether you receive the Alerts. The Alerts may not be sent in real time
and you should not rely upon the accuracy of any Alert without further verification. Since email is not
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secure, we cannot guarantee the privacy or security of the Alerts being sent. In addition to section
N Limitation of Liability, you agree that we are not liable if any of the Alerts that are sent are
intercepted or accessed by someone else, or if the privacy or security of the information contained
within any Alert is compromised. You may cancel the Alerts at any time in accordance with the
instructions available on ATB Online.

I.

ATB.com Online Shopping

1.
The terms in this section I apply to applications or purchases of ATB (and our affiliates’) products
and services on our website, atb.com. You can use your Username and Password to access atb.com
and apply for and purchase ATB (and our affiliates’) products and services. Additional terms and
conditions and agreements will apply for various products and services.
2.
If you apply for or purchase a product from us that has credit features (including an ATB
MasterCard or even a chequing account because there are release limits), you agree that ATB may
share your personal and credit information with credit-reporting agencies and may also obtain credit
reports and other information about you from such agencies. ATB will collect, use and disclose your
Personal Information in accordance with Section U – Privacy below.
3.
When you go through the checkout process, we will ask you for an email address. We will use
that email address to send you status updates and change confirmations regarding your purchase or
application. You can change that email address with us by contacting us, and it will be updated in
our records once it is inputted into our systems.
4.
When you complete a purchase or an application is approved, you agree that we can use your
existing signature card for your Account for these new products and services. If you haven’t signed a
signature card for any Account, then we will ask you to sign one and you agree that the signature
card can be use for all accounts and products that you have with us at any time.
5.
When you submit an application or complete a purchase for a product or service, you agree to
electronically accept any of the agreements that apply to that product or service. We will not send
you a paper copy of any of the agreements, although you will be able to save any or all of the
documents and also print them, if you so choose.

J.

Mobile Applications and Software License

1.
If you access ATB Mobile or any other software application that we make available for a Device
(each of ATB Mobile and such other software applications referred to as an “App”):
i.

You understand that not all of the Services, functionality, content or information (including
Messages, notices, legal and privacy terms and statements) of ATB Online may be available
through any App and access may not be available outside of Canada; and

ii.

There may be links to or icons to click to terms and conditions or other important information
that you must read when clicking in or accessing an App. You agree to click on those links
or icons, read the terms and conditions and information and you agree that by accessing
and using each App that you are bound by those terms and conditions.

2.
If you download an App to access any services, functionality, features, content or information
that we offer, then:
i.

ATB grants to you a non-exclusive and non-transferable license to the App in object code
only and solely for the purpose of accessing any services (including the Services),
functionality, features, content and information that we offer from time to time;
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ii.

We reserve all of the rights in and to each App and you obtain no ownership rights
whatsoever, other than this license to use the App;

iii.

ATB accepts no responsibility or liability whatsoever for your use of the App and will not be
responsible for any damage that you may suffer from using or downloading the App whether
under this Agreement or otherwise; and

iv.

We may cancel the terms and the license to the App at any time on notice. If we do that,
then you will immediately delete all copies of the App and any documentation in relation to
it that is in your possession.

K. Deposit a Cheque
1.
Terms and conditions in this section K Deposit a Cheque apply only to the Deposit a Cheque
Service and are in addition to all other terms and conditions in this Agreement. If there is a conflict
between this section K and the remaining terms of this Agreement, this section K will prevail to the
extent of the inconsistency.
2.
Deposit a Cheque allows you to make deposits to your eligible Accounts by taking a picture of
the front and back of eligible Items (“Images”) with an eligible Device and delivering the Images and
associated deposit information to us. You agree to follow procedures and instructions for use of
Deposit a Cheque that we may establish from time to time.
3.
We appoint you as our agent to act on our behalf in the creation and submission of Images to
us. You accept this appointment and may not further delegate the role as agent.
4.
In order to use Deposit a Cheque, you will need to meet certain eligibility requirements set by
us from time to time. For example, only certain customers, items, Accounts and Devices qualify for
Deposit a Cheque. For more information on eligibility requirements, please see our website, atb.com.
5.
You may image and deposit through Deposit a Cheque any of the following original paper items
issued by a Canadian financial institution, the Government of Canada, or the Government of Alberta,
and payable in Canadian currency:
i.

cheques (including certified cheques);

ii.

MasterCard cheques and credit card balance transfer cheques;

iii.

travellers cheques;

iv.

money orders (including Canada Post money orders);

v.

bank drafts;

vi.

non-MICR (magnetic ink character recognition) ink cheques; or

vii.

any other item that we choose to make eligible for Deposit a Cheque from time to time

(each an “Item”).
6.

When you use Deposit a Cheque, you agree that:
i.

You will deposit:
a.

eligible Items;

b.

Items into an eligible Canadian dollar Account;

c.

Items payable to you. If you are depositing the Item to a joint account, you may
deposit the Item if the Item is made payable to you and/or your joint account holder
in accordance with your Account. We will not accept an Item that is payable to someone
else and endorsed over to you; and
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d.
ii.

Items with the endorsement on the back as specified in this section K.7;

You will not deposit Items:
a.

b.

which have already been deposited (whether through Deposit a Cheque, a remote
deposit capture service offered at any other financial institution, or any other means)
or cashed;
which have been altered on the front, or which you know or suspect, or should know
or suspect, are fraudulent;

c.

which are postdated or dated more than 6 months prior to the date of deposit;

d.

on which a stop payment order has been issued or for which there are insufficient
funds; or

e.

payable in foreign currency;

iii.

Each Item must be an image of the front and back of the original Item and not an image of
a photocopy, PDF, or other printout of the Item;

iv.

Any information you provide to us about the Item is accurate and true, and will match the
information contained in the Images;

v.

You will not re-deposit or re-present the Item after it has been deposited through Deposit
a Cheque;

vi.

You will take all necessary precautions to prevent any other person from using Deposit a
Cheque to deposit Items to your Account; and

vii.

You will comply with this section K and all applicable rules, laws and regulations.

7.
Before you submit the Image through Deposit a Cheque, you will sign your name and write on
the back of the Item “For deposit only, account # __________”. Immediately after you deposit an
Item through Deposit a Cheque, you agree to mark the front of the Item as “paid” or “void” or
otherwise indicate that the Item has been imaged and deposited.
8.
You agree that you will keep the Item in a safe and secure place for 5 business days following
the date of deposit and will promptly send the Item to us upon our request. Upon the expiry of the 5
business days, you agree that you will promptly destroy the Item.
9.
We reserve the right to reject any Item deposited through Deposit a Cheque, at our discretion.
An Item may be returned to us by the paying financial institution because, among other reasons, the
paying financial institution determines that the Item cannot be processed, is illegible, or is otherwise
unacceptable. We are not responsible for Items we do not receive or for Images that are corrupted
or not fully received. We may charge back to your Account at any time, any Item that we subsequently
determine was not eligible for deposit. If the deposit amount does not match the amount of the Image,
we may adjust your Account to reflect the amount on the Image received. You agree that we are not
liable for any loss, costs, or fees you may incur as a result of our charge back or adjustment. You are
responsible for any and all costs associated with obtaining a replacement negotiable Item in the event
that we request you re-submit an Image, and the original Item was destroyed or otherwise lost. If
you do not comply with such request made pursuant to this section K.9, then we may place a hold on
or reverse any credit made to your Account in relation to the Item, even if this creates an overdraft
on your Account.
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10. You may access Deposit a Cheque 7 days a week. If we receive the Image by 8:00 p.m. Mountain
Time, we will consider that day to be the deposit date (“Deposit Date”). If we receive the Image after
8:00 p.m. Mountain Time, we will consider the next day to be the Deposit Date.
11. When you make a deposit through Deposit a Cheque, the funds will be credited to your Account
on the Deposit Date, but availability and access to the funds will be subject to our hold policy and
your access to funds limit.
12. We may establish limits on the dollar amount of Items and/or number of Items which may be
deposited through Deposit a Cheque. If you attempt to make a deposit in excess of these limits, we
may reject your deposit. If, at any time, we permit you to make a deposit in excess of these limits,
we will not be obligated to allow such a deposit at other times.
13. While there is no fee for the provision of Deposit a Cheque, regular Account transaction fees may
apply in accordance with this Agreement or Other Agreements. We may charge a fee for the provision
of Deposit a Cheque if we provide you with advance notice required in accordance with applicable
laws. If you continue to use Deposit a Cheque after the fee becomes effective, you agree to pay the
fee that has been disclosed to you, as this fee may change from time to time.
14. The manner in which the Items are cleared, presented for payment, and collected shall be at our
sole discretion.
15. By using Deposit a Cheque you accept the risk that an Item may be intercepted or misdirected
during transmission. We bear no liability to you or others for any such intercepted or misdirected Item
or information disclosed through such errors.
16. The Image transmitted to us using Deposit a Cheque must be legible and clear, as determined
in our sole discretion. The image quality of Items must also comply with the requirements established
from time to time by us, the Canadian Payments Association, or any other regulatory agency or
association. You agree that we shall not be liable for any damages resulting from an Item’s poor
image quality, including those related to rejection of or the delayed or improper crediting of such an
Item, or from any inaccurate information you supply regarding the Item.
17. You agree to cooperate with us in the investigation of Images (such as poor quality Images and
unusual transactions) by providing to us, upon request, originals or copies of Items deposited through
Deposit a Cheque in your possession and any records you may have related to such Items or Images.
18. You are solely responsible for:
i.

acquiring any hardware, Device, wireless or Internet access required for you to use Deposit
a Cheque; and

ii.

any fees or other charges imposed by your Device provider, wireless carrier, or Internet
service provider.

It is your responsibility to determine if your Device provider, wireless carrier, or Internet service
provider supports Deposit a Cheque or if your Device is capable of accessing the Internet.
19. You are responsible for all deposits completed through Deposit a Cheque on your Device. You
must notify us immediately by calling our toll free number at 1-800-332-8383 in the event that you
believe your Device has been compromised or if your Device is lost or stolen. When you notify us,
we will restrict access to Deposit a Cheque.
20. We may terminate your access to Deposit a Cheque at any time and for any reason, including if
you breach any term of this Agreement, if you use Deposit a Cheque for any unauthorized or illegal
purposes, or you use Deposit a Cheque in a manner inconsistent with any procedures or instructions
we establish from time to time, in which case this Agreement will continue to apply in respect of your
past access.
21. Except as provided in section N Limitation of Liability or as required by applicable law, we will
not be liable to you for any losses arising from Deposit a Cheque, including:
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i.

delay in processing a deposit;

ii.

requiring you to obtain another negotiable Item; or

iii.

your use or inability to use Deposit a Cheque.

L.

At-a-Glance

1.

The At-a-Glance service allows you to view Account balance information on your Device without

logging into ATB Mobile. To select to use the Service, you must enable At-a-Glance in ATB Mobile
and the select the Accounts that you wish to be able to view. By enabling At-a-Glance, you understand
that your Account balance information will be viewable by anyone that you share your Device with or
permit to use your Device.

M.

Security

1.
You are responsible for the care and safety of your Password, Security Questions, Passcodes and
E-transfer Questions (together, “Security Information”). You will keep the Security Information
confidential and secure from all persons. However, if you are the Sender of an E-transfer, then you
may disclose the answer to an E-transfer Question to the intended Recipient, except that you must
not do so in the optional message field of the E-transfer email notice. If you download an App and/or
select to use biometric identification to access the App, then you must not share your Device or allow
someone else to access your Device with their biometric information as they may obtain access to
some or all of your Account information and may also be able to conduct transactions on your
Accounts.
2.
At your own risk, you may share your Username, Password and Security Questions with the
provider of an Aggregation Service. If you do, you acknowledge that:
i.

we will not assist the provider or give them any information and we may prevent access to
your Accounts by Aggregation Service providers;

ii.

we will not be responsible for any losses that may result from you sharing your Username,
Password or Security Questions with the provider;

iii.

you are responsible to ensure that you are satisfied with the security provided by the
Aggregation Service provider and to determine your rights and responsibilities in respect of
the provider and the Aggregation Service; and

iv.

you will immediately change your Password and Security Questions if you terminate your
use of any Aggregation Service.

For the purposes of this Agreement, an “Aggregation Service” is an online service offered by a third
party that obtains and consolidates information relating to your accounts with the provider of the
service, but excludes the ATB TrackIt Service and any service (other than ATB Online) that permits
you (or someone on your behalf) to conduct transactions on your Accounts.
3.
You will notify ATB immediately by telephone if your Password (except as indicated in section
M.2 above) or Security Questions may have become known by someone else or have been disclosed
to anyone, or if there has been suspicious, fraudulent or unusual activity on any of your Accounts.
4.

You agree to follow ATB’s instructions upon notification as required in section M.3 above.

5.
When you conduct certain transactions through, or change certain information on, ATB Online,
then you may be prompted to enter a Passcode in order to complete that transaction or change. That
Passcode will be sent to you by automated phone call or SMS text message to the number or Device
that you select. Text messages may be subject to charges in accordance with the terms of your
Device plan. You understand that you will not be able to complete the transaction or effect the change
unless the applicable Passcode is entered correctly.
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6.
The Device that you use may be vulnerable to viruses or online attacks that seek to intercept or
alter information. To reduce the chance of this occurring, you should take all reasonable precautions,
including ensuring that any such Device you use to access ATB Online or any of the Services has up
to date anti-virus software, anti-spyware software and a firewall, if available. In addition, you should
also ensure that you log off of ATB Online each time you finish using it, as soon as you are finished.

N.

Limitation of Liability

1.
ATB is not required to verify the identity of, or to confirm if any authority has been granted to,
the user of the Credentials or any component of it. You are responsible for the use of any Credentials.
2.
ATB will make every reasonable effort to ensure performance of the Services. Unless ATB is
negligent, ATB is not liable for any loss, damages, cost, claims, expenses, harm or injury caused by:
i.

service malfunction or failure that affects the accuracy or timing of any functions; or

ii.

system or Device error, failure, malfunction, unavailability or withdrawal, whether or not
within or beyond its control,

and ATB shall in no case be liable (even if negligent) for any consequential, incidental, indirect, special,
economic, punitive or exemplary loss or damages.
3.
There are no warranties or conditions, express or implied, with respect to the Services under this
Agreement.
4.

ATB is not responsible for acts or omissions of your Internet service providers.

O.

Online Guarantee

1.
This section O Online Guarantee sets out ATB’s liability for any Unauthorized Transaction (as
defined below) conducted on your Account (excluding any MasterCard Account or any business
Account) through access to the Services.
2.
ATB agrees to reimburse you for direct monetary losses to your Account resulting from the
following:
i.

any unauthorized transaction that occurs after you notify ATB as required in section M.3
and that is not conducted by you or by someone other than you who has authority to access
any of the Accounts; or

ii.

any unauthorized transaction where you can show that you have been the victim of fraud,
theft or that you have been coerced or otherwise forced to enter into such transaction,
provided that you fully cooperate with ATB in any investigation that ATB may commence

(each an “Unauthorized Transaction”).
However, ATB will not be responsible for any transaction that is not an Unauthorized Transaction or
for any transaction, even if an Unauthorized Transaction, where you do not comply with reasonable
security precautions, including:
i.

voluntarily disclosing or otherwise contributing to the disclosure of your Username,
Password, Passcodes or Security Questions, including with respect to an Aggregation
Service;

ii.

not complying with instructions (whether through a notice or otherwise) that ATB may give
you in relation to the security of your Account while accessing the Services, including
selecting a Password similar to an obvious combination such as your birth date, Account
number or telephone number;
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P.

iii.

accessing the Services on a Device when you know or ought to know that the security of
your Password or Security Questions may be compromised;

iv.

sharing a Device with, or permitting the biometric information of someone else to access
your Device, where that person is not a joint owner of your Account; or

v.

not using up to date anti-virus software, anti-spyware software and a firewall, if available
for your Device.

Termination, Discontinuance and Amendments

1.
You may terminate access to ATB Online by providing ATB with notice. ATB Online access will
also be terminated immediately upon the effective date of closure of the relevant Accounts with ATB.
Neither termination nor discontinuance shall affect your liability or obligation under this Agreement.
2.
ATB has the right to vary, discontinue or terminate elements of the Services at any time without
notice to you. No post-dated bill payments, funds transfer or other services will be processed after
the cancellation of any such Services.
3. ATB may amend the terms and conditions of this Agreement at any time by providing notice to
you of such amendments. Notice of the amendments may be given either before or after the coming
into effect of such amendments. Your use of the Services after the later of either the notice or the
date the amendment comes into effect, constitutes your consent to such amendments.
Q.

No Waiver

1.
ATB shall not be deemed to have waived any of its rights or remedies hereunder unless such
waiver is in writing and signed by ATB. No delay or omission on the part of ATB in exercising any right
or remedy shall operate as a waiver of such right or remedy or any other rights or remedies. A waiver
on any particular occasion shall not be construed as a bar or waiver of any rights or remedies on
future occasions.

R.

Fees/Charges

1.
ATB may charge fees for access to the Services and for conducting various transactions. These
fees are subject to change from time to time.
2.

Fees may be debited to any account you may have with us.

S.

Notices

1.
Any notices to be sent to you pursuant to this Agreement, may be sent to you by ATB through
Messages.
2.

You agree to regularly review Messages.

T.

Records

1.
ATB’s records of transactions on your Accounts shall be final and binding on you, subject to
obvious error, provided that you notify ATB in a timely manner of such error.

U.

Privacy

1.
ATB will collect, use and disclose your Personal Information in accordance with ATB’s Collection,
Use and Disclosure Statement (“Privacy Statement”), a copy of which you can obtain at any branch
or online at atb.com. Details of ATB’s commitment to protecting our customers’ privacy are set out
in ATB’s Privacy Code, which is also available at any branch or online at atb.com.
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2.
Personal Information (whether yours or Personal Information of another individual) that is
obtained through or entered into ATB Online, other Apps, including ATB Mobile, and some information
entered into atb.com when you apply for or purchase a product or service (the “Platforms”), may be
stored in the United States of America.
3.
ATB may contract with or use the services of third parties or agents to collect, use, store or
process Personal Information that is obtained through or entered into the Platforms. Some of these
third parties or agents may be located outside of Alberta or Canada, and Personal Information may
be transferred or processed outside of Alberta or Canada for these purposes. For example, for the
provision of the Global Transfer service, each of your and the Recipient’s Personal Information is
provided to each of our service provider in the UK and the Intermediaries (including the Recipient FI).
Personal Information held with a third party or agent in another province or country is subject to the
laws of that jurisdiction and thus may be collected, used, or disclosed without your knowledge or
consent where required or permitted by law. Personal Information that we collect or disclose related
to products and services offered through these other parties is managed carefully by contract and
according to applicable privacy legislation and, where required, rules of regulatory authorities or selfregulatory bodies.You may access ATB’s Out of Canada Service Providers Statement at www.atb.com
under the heading Privacy and Security.
4.
We use third party web analytical tools to improve our products and services. When you use the
Platforms, we may collect information about how you access the Platforms, including usage patterns
and what content you downloaded. This information is measured for general statistics and does not
reveal your individual identity.
5.
If you have questions about the collection, use or disclosure of your Personal Information, you
may contact ATB’s Privacy Officer by e-mail to: PrivacyOfficer@atb.com, or by mail at:
ATB Privacy Officer
#2100, 10020 – 100 Street
Edmonton, Alberta T5J 0N3
You may also contact ATB’s Customer Care Centre at: 1-800-332-8383.

V.

Definitions and Interpretation

1.

In this Agreement, unless the context requires otherwise:
•

“Account” means any valid account with ATB for which ATB has granted access to the
Services.

•

“ATB”, “us”, “we” and “our” means Alberta Treasury Branches, operating as ATB Financial.

•

“ATB Mobile” means access to ATB Online using Devices through websites designed
specifically for such Devices or through an App.

•

“ATB Online” is our online system that may be used by you to directly access the Services or
other Account information and includes other Apps (such as ATB Mobile).

•

“Credentials” means your Username and Password and, for ATB Mobile, includes biometric
information where enabled for your Device.

•

“Customer Card Number” means the unique number indicated on the card issued to you by
us.

•

“Device” means a computer, laptop, mobile device, wearable device, tablet, watch or any
other electronic device that supports access to the Services and that we allow you to use to
access the Services.

•

“E-transfer” means an Interac® e-Transfer sent or received through the E-Transfer Service.
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•

“E-transfer Question” means the security question and answer that is designated by the
Sender of an E-transfer and is used for verification purposes in the E-transfer Service.

•

“E-transfer Service” means the Interac® e-Transfer service that we offer through ATB Online
that allows you to either send funds from your Account to another person by specifying an
email address, or to receive funds from another person.

•

“including” means including but not limited to.

•

“Messages” means the communication point that you may access when accessing ATB Online
where you and ATB may securely communicate with each other.

•

“Passcode” means the combination of numbers that are assigned to you by ATB and that you
use in order to conduct or complete certain transactions through ATB Online.

•

“Password” means the combination of letters and numbers that you select and that you use
to access ATB Online.

•

“Personal Information” means any information which relates to an individual and allows ATB
to identify that individual.

•

"Recipient" means:
o

for the purposes of an E-transfer, the person, including you, who is the intended
recipient of an E-transfer;

o

for the purposes of a Global Transfer, the person who is the intended recipient of a
Global Transfer.

•

“Security Questions” means the questions and answers that you may be required to choose
and provide answers to when prompted in order to assist ATB in confirming that you are the
person accessing the Services.

•

"Sender" means:
o

for the purposes of an E-transfer, the person, including you, who initiates an Etransfer;

o

for the purposes of a Global Transfer, you who initiates a Global Transfer.

•

“Username” means either the Customer Card Number that you have at the time the Services
were first made available to you or a username that you select in accordance with our
guidelines. Your Username must be used together with your Password to access the Services.
If you use a Customer Card Number as your Username, the Username will not be
automatically updated by ATB if a new card with a new Customer Card Number is issued to
you.

•

“You” and “your” means the person or entity enrolled with ATB to access ATB Online and the
Services.

2.
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws in force in the
Province of Alberta and you agree to submit to the jurisdiction of the Courts of the Province of Alberta.
3.

Headings used in this Agreement are for convenience only and do not affect its interpretation.

4.
This Agreement binds you, your successors and assigns, heirs, executors, administrators and
legal representatives.
5.
This Agreement and all related documents have been drafted in the English language at the
express request of the parties. Le present document ainsi que tous documents s’y rattachant ont été
rédigés en langue anglaise à la demande expresse des parties.

